a-like bucket can be important in providing ultra short bunches.
The instability of a bunch inside the bucket is found to be severely affect,ed by rf phase modulation. [ co+$, + Ad) + Ad sin A] .
0
(1 3) .*
where Ad, canonical to 5: is the rf phase offset from the synchronous phase ds, Vrf is the rf voltage, Eo is the energy of the synchronous particle and /8 its velocity with respect to the velocity of light. At large 1170/r/r 1, the Hamiltonian represents two series of pendulum-like buckets. As ]qo/qi ] decreases to a point when the values of the Hamiltonian through all unstable fixed points are equal, the two series merge. N;hen [l] l+j<{T~f~~E [(~-0,)sino,-I-osd,]}li2 , (14 the buckets becomes a-like and the storage ring is said to be quasi-isochronous (QI). By the way, the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is just fi times the half bucket height when the ql term in the Hamiltonian is absent. By the deployment of sextupoles, the contribution of ql can be eliminated, and the next order r/2 will restore the bucket to pendulum-like, even if the zeroth order 70 vanishes.
However, the a-like QI bucket has its own merit of being much narrower than the pendulum-like bucket. Therefore, if one needs an ultra short bunch, such a bucket may become indispensable [l-8] In reality, the separatrix is destroyed by the harmonic modulation.
As a. result, the modulation is very much enhanced for the QI storage ring due to the vanishingly small value of ~0. The perturbed part of the Hamiltonian can be easily expanded as a Fourier series in the angle variable +:
Cc xcosbJ,t = ~g,cosnu~cosw ,t = $ &7n[COS(nq!5 -u,,t) + cos(n$ + L&t)].
n=O n=o (3 3) * .* which exhibits the n:l resonance when the normalized modulation tune w, is close to the integer n. Here, the modulation strength g, for n # 0 is given by
For th e usual pendulum-like bucket, because of the symmetry between positive and negative momentum spread, only resonances corresponding to odd n occur. Here. such a symmetry is absent, we have resonances corresponding to both odd and even n. 
A Radiation Damping
Electrons emit radiation which leads to synchrobron radiation damping. Table 1 . Thus7 in our study here, it is necessary to allow A to reach -0.5. 
C Bifurcation and chaos
When the modulation tune is reduced to w rrL 5 2: bifurcation takes place because of the presence of the 2: 1 parametric resonance.
We extend the previous analysis by adding a perturbation y(t) to ansat,z in Eq. (3.7):
x = x0 + s1 cos (wmt + Xl) + y(t) * It is worthwhile to point out that these detailed bifurcations and instability boundaries are not obtained from the usual turn by turn tracking using a small synchrotron tune. Instead. a fourth order symplectic integrator has been used. In other words, this represents the solution of the differential equation (3.5).
To further demonstrate the important role of the 2: 1 parametric resonance towards global chaos, a study has also been made by fixing the modulation amplitude at B = 0..5 with damping parameter A = 0.5 (the top plot of Fig. 4) . By decreasing the modulation tune, we see in Fig. 7 t,he first periodtwo bifurcation at w, -1.52 and a second one at w, -1.4.5 The bifurcation sequence continues until global chaos is attained.
The positions of the attractors are also followed in Fig. 8 . At, w, = 1.,540, there is only one attractor shown as a diamond, which has bifurcated int,o two (rectangles) at w, = 1.480, and into four (triangles) at w, = 1.436 The system has become globally chaotic when w, = 1.390, where many bifurcations have taken place.
There are many attractors (dots) located along a curve but close to each other. In the turn-by-turn Poincare map, we see a particle jump from one attractor to the other ramdonly. If there were no damping, we would expect the particle jumping over everywhere in the Poicare map. This ramdon jumping among the attractors is also demonstrated by the Fourier transform of the steady-state solution, which is plotted in Fig. 9 . At w, = 1.390, besides the line of the modulation tune, we see a noise-like structure. It is interesting to see that some of the bifurcated attractors in Figs. 7 and 8 fall outside the QI bucket with IpI > l/a. This is because damping has been included, which makes the basin of stability larger than the QI bucket. 
IV STOCHASTIC BEAM DYNAMICS

= -w,B cos (w,t + 4) + D[(t) : dx2
where r(t) is a Langevin force which has the propert,ies t'hat (I(t)) = 0 :
(mw)) = Q -f') * 
(4.2)
Here U(X) = $x2 -$x3 is the same "potential"
we used before and D is the diffusion coefficient. 
A EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION
B Quantum Lifetime
Particles that go outside the bucket through quantum excitation may become lost. The quantum lifetime can be obtained by using the condition of flux conservation.
The flux that enters the contour In the moderate damping regime: there is the Framers-Chandrasekhar time formula [17, 18] shown as dots in Fig. 10 ,
where w,,, is the natural frequency of the potential at the stable fixed point cSFP), and w,,, is the imaginary frequency at the UFP. There is also the Biittiker-Harris-Landauer (BHL) lifetime [19] formula based on the study of an underdamped
Josephson-junction circuit,
%BHL = [(I + ~&~/Af~~)1'2 + 112 27~ -e El,Eh t 4
W SFP (4.14)
Here f = 7.2 is the factor relating the separatrix energy to the separatrix action for the QI dynamical system. The BHL formula reduces to Eq. (4.12) in the small damping limit with a linear oscillator approximation where f = 2~. We see that the BHL formula.
shown as dashes in Fig. 10 . provides a fair agreement with numerical simulations.
V STOCHASTICITY AND PHASE MODULATION
Now let us come back to Eq. (4.1) and study the effect of phase modulation in the presence of stochasticity.
Again 
cos (w,t + CL) u -u2 = DE(t) . ] (ri.2)
This provides Mathieu instability to the SFP of the 1:l parametric resonance? and the instability is the bifurcation into the 2:l parametric resonance. Eventually, global chaos will be reached through a sequence of period-two bifurcations similar to our discussion in Sec. III.
A Equilibrium Distribution
The Fokker-Planck equation associated with the \Iat,hieu-Langevin equation (.5.2) for distribution function Q(u! v, t), where 2) = u'. is given by
Here Lo is the time independent differential operator, 
B St ability Limits
In the presence of white noise. we expect that the resonance islands will be smeared and the global chaos will be enhanced.
The plots of critical modula- 
. . 
VI TOUSCHEK LIFETIME
In rest frame of the synchronous particle of the bunch, the longitudinal momentum spread of an off-momentum particle is reduced by the Lorentz relativistic factor ^f, 1 6, = -Slab . 7
Here, both 6, and 6 lab are measured with respect to the synchronous momentum ~0 in the laboratory frame. 
VII CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the kinematics of the o-like QI bucket and found that the synchrotron frequency drops to zero at the edge of the bucket very abruptly. As a result, parametric resonances induced by time-dependent perturbations will overlap one another and give rise to chaos. In fact. the stability of the bucket is strongly affected by harmonic phase modulation. Because the QI bucket does not possess symmetry between positive and negative momentum spreads, the 2:l parametric resonance is possible. We have shown that global chaos in this system is a result of a sequence of period-two bifurcations into 2: 1 parametric resonances. Both the normalized radiation damping paramet,er
